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Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Beaune - Les Perrières, Blanc 2018
A mild winter started the year, followed by a cold snap in February turning to a good dose of rain into March, which would prove
useful as rainfall dropped off dramatically throughout the summer months.
Temperatures picked up markedly from April and hit 40°C on certain days in August. With temperatures and sunshine hours above
the average, harvesting of the white wines generally began in late August and the first surprise was not only the size of the white
harvest but just how much juice was coming out of the berries.
The whites are the biggest and best surprise of the vintage: Given the size of the crop there were fears that the white wines would
be either too ripe or too dilute but in reality they are a pleasant mixture of the two.
TERROIR

The land that hosts this vine is clay-limestone with a very gentle slope as we are on the top of the hill
overlooking the village.
SITUATION

The plot is located on the plateau that dominates the Rhoin Valley and the village of SAVIGNY-les
BEAUNE. It is a vine with a specificity because during its planting were introduced 2 grape varieties: 70%
chardonnay and 30% pinot blanc.
A LA VIGNE

We have always worked the soils of this terroir mechanically without the help of chemical herbicide, a
stripping can take place depending on the year to guarantee an optimum quality of grapes.
The harvest as on the whole estate is done manually with a 25kg box to avoid bursting the grapes too
much.
Vineyard area: 0.78 ha - Average age of vines: 50 years

VINIFICATION & ÉLEVAGE
The grapes are pressed as soon as they arrive at the winery and the juice is put directly into enamel vats.
It is directly cooled down around 10 degrees to allow a good precipitation of the solids parts and to avoid
the alcoolic fermentation to start too fast. The next day, the juice is extracted to eliminate these coarse
bulges (debourbage) and usually, fermentation starts naturally within 48 hours (Indigenous yiests).
Alcoholic fermentation is done in the majority in vats with daily control of densities and temperatures.
This is only towards the end of the alcoholic fermentation that the musts were transfer in barrels, in the
cellar and ended their sugars quietly. This operation can take 2 months with constant monitoring of the
progress of the musts.
Malolactic fermentation will occur later and will naturally start when the conditions are met.
The ageing will last around 10 months depending on the vintage, in barrels for the majority of wines (15%
new Oak).
Alcool : 12.5 % vol.

DÉGUSTATION & SERVICE
You can open this wine quite quickly because the presence of pinot blanc gives it a certain roundness, but it is not necessary to rush
because it is a wine that evolves very well and which, kept in good conditions, will surprise you by the longevity of its freshness.
Ageing potential : Up to 10 years - Service : To serve between 14-16 C (50 to 60°F)

